Surveys conducted (n=465)

Excluded 8 surveys
Survey numbers coded wrong

Randomized (n=457)

Allocated to intervention (n=228)

13 Lost to follow-up (n=215)
No phone survey

Analysed (n=213)
• 2 excluded from analysis (no treatment data)

Allocated to control (n=229)

19 Lost to follow-up (n=210)
No phone survey

Analysed (n=206)
• 2 excluded from analysis (no treatment data)
• 1 excluded from analysis (no site data)
• 1 excluded from analysis (not eligible upon inspection)

Conducted in Ibadan (n=177)
Conducted in Ogbomosho (n=36)
Conducted in Ibadan (n=127)
Conducted in Ogbomosho (n=79)